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ABSTRACT

This research discusses the role of an international organization called Junior Chamber International (JCI) in Indonesia which helps the provision and management of clean water and sanitation as one of the realizations of the global sustainable development goals (SDGs) in Indonesia. This study uses a qualitative approach with case study research methods. Data was collected by interviewing several relevant sources and observing various JCI activities. Other data were obtained from secondary data in the form of literature studies and various supporting documentation such as books and journals, data from the Central Statistics Agency (BPS) and the DKI Provincial Government, as well as the results of periodic reports and various photo documentation of JCI’s activities. Liberalism theory was chosen as an approach that is considered capable of providing answers to the positive changes formed and carried out by JCI in international relations cooperation to realize sustainable development. The results of the study show that JCI as an international organization is a platform for young professionals in their fields and can directly contribute in depth. JCI is also able to navigate the interests of stakeholders both towards the government, NGOs, other international organizations, and the community as targets in terms of efforts to realize the six sustainable development goals, namely the management and provision of access to clean water and sustainable sanitation.
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INTRODUCTION
Sustainable Development (Sustainable Development) defined as development that strives for fulfill needs day this without must reduce or sacrifice all needs in future generations come in Thing fulfillment his needs. Sustainable development have destination for repair level life and well-being society. So that could also means that development sustainable aim for increase quality at a time quality life human. Quality life man can interpreted as calculation fulfillment needs base, then development sustainable could also described as effort in meaning Fulfill needs base man with as good as possible (Hadiwijoyo, Suryo Sakti; Anisa, Fahima Diah, 2019).

Sustainable development is results product developmental modernization started post Second World War. Modernization is a process of change individual with style life traditional refer to something method more life link, when reviewed from development technology naturally seen more forward and more fast. things this be marked with success from recovery Europe post war with project Marshall Plan and make development as a mandatory alternatives and mechanisms adopted by postcolonial countries even Becomes more global (Hadiwijoyo & Anisa, SDGs Paradigma Baru Pembangunan Global, 2019) trends.

Various debate appear in hose time a number of decade project development already walk however found many mismatch portion and overlap the overlap that appears in its implementation. Hunger, poverty, violence, to damage environment Becomes the part that continues attached to underdeveloped countries and developing countries. Circumstances and conditions the bring up a lot criticism on understanding and projection development, one of gossip about return about the values and ethics that exist in a mechanism implementation projects development (Hadiwijoyo, Sari, Anisa, & Nanda, 2019).

Based on report World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) at the United The Nations that were born in 1987 are framework think base about development sustainable that is no only on development that shows to consequence finally just but there is benefit shape a area by should be holistic also includes aspects social and environmental. Framework think development sustainable actually is connection from well-being community and sustainability environment live. In draft development sustainable, gain resolution economy must upright straight with destination social or interest environment. Appearance development sustainable as paradigm new global development is a number of from one effort continue more coverage area, more target points real, of course with strengthen involvement or role as well as actors outside the state (non-state actors) and this is effort realize development sustainable as not quite enough answer together (WCED, 1987).

Sustainable development that alone divided Becomes four main pillars that is social, economic, environmental, and law and governance. Each pillar contains a number of application of 17 (seven twelve) goals that have been matched with grouping goals in the four pillars of development sustainable that’s one of them is realize access to clean water and proper sanitation that is destination in number six (Hadiwijoyo, Sari, Anisa, & Nanda, 2019).

Destination to six from development sustainable this is for ensure that whole layer Public get universal and fair access towards safe and affordable drinking water
Generation young is source human for development especially development sustainable as well as generation successor ideals nation. Youth is analogous as one eye unraveling chain length and position generation young especially that young man alone inside global society occupied eye the most fundamental chain and have role in carry on ideals struggle nation that has positioned by generation previous and capable for place and develop independence (Noer, A, & Ahmad, 2000).

Sustainable development with studies case role international youth organization in effort provision as well as sustainable water and sanitation management through Junior Chamber International (JCI) in Indonesia aims to achieve something Public fair and prosperous by large good from side material as well as spiritual Pancasila basis. In order to achieve destination development sustainable this needed three source main that is source nature, sources of funds, and resources human that is the young man alone (Bappenas, 2021).

Youth must be recognized as people human who has score potential for development sustainable occupy layer biggest in society. Source this no will once exhausted and is something riches national that is not priceless the price. Youth will have values more if prepared as leader development. From assumptions here perceived youth development need for going to to mastery knowledge knowledge as well as Skills work and things the can Becomes supply for all youth so that more give values in the global (Noer, A, & Ahmad, 2000) development process.

JCI Indonesia is something organization non-political youth national even can said as something organization youth international world's largest and partner than union Nations (UN), namely: Junior Chamber International . Junior Chamber International this is community aged international from 18 to 40 years and have resolution for make transformation positive around the world (JCI, 2018).

Profile JCI membership alone touching 18 to 40 years old mostly consist from student, executive young and professional. start from in the 1970s Indonesia had start interaction and improve JCI’s activity alone. However had time passive During a number of year and JCI Indonesia is back stands in 1988 which at the time that led by Cicip Sutarjo . The JCI Indonesia scene has been walk 27th (two twenty seven) city as well as province in Indonesia. Besides that, JCI Indonesia itself has expanding the “Indonesia Goes Global” Movement which means motivate Indonesian youth to be active follow move in globalization with the motto "Global Citizens, Global Actors, Global Power " (JCI, 2018).

In carry out development programs sustainable specifically destination to six that is ensure availability as well as proper management of clean water and sanitation for all circle community, JCI Indonesia as receptacle through the role of youth is To do a number of activities in the field that have been determined before.

First activity in the form of give help alternative with clean water alms to group inhabitant Less cilincing capable combined with socialization to Public about management as well as access to clean water and proper sanitation. Second, providing clean water worthy drink as well as gift souvenir in the form of water bottles to teachers and school students base in the area Papanggo North Jakarta combined with socialization about management as well as access to clean water and
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proper sanitation. This thing conducted as effort increase participation Public local in repair water management and sanitation.

The role of youth of course have very influential potential to development sustainable destination sixth that is ensure availability as well as proper management of clean water and sanitation especially in Indonesia but more wise when our see more formerly related picture with condition sanitation in Indonesia general.

From a quote (WHO) World Health Organization based on STBM (Community-Based Total Sanitation) data from the Ministry of Health, Indonesia is at 78.80 % and this describe if number that still too far of the target country concerned with destination development sustainable that is 100% access sanitation and drinking water feasible in 2030. The picture put Indonesia in the position second worst in the world for problem defecate random and things this show if state sanitation from access until behavior sanitation citizens can said far from worthy (Herman, 2021).

Naturally with description that, it is also necessary to have continuity management source synergistic water power from government. There are several policies that have been formulated regarding with management source water power and sanitation formulated at the level national. About policies and regulations in water and sanitation management at the center government, they share it in scale not quite enough responsibility and authority (Elysia, 2018).

Like like the Ministry of Work Public and Public Housing have authority in arrange policy technical and development strategy infrastructure related to water and sanitation. Then the Ministry of Health which has Foundation not quite enough answer in all aspect linkages with water quality. Continued by the Ministry of Industry and Trade have obligation for regulate bottled water regulation, as well as The National Development Planning Agency (Bappenas) also has not quite enough answer for make plan investment. (Elysia, 2018)

Besides that's also made something receptacle communication and coordination so that access to drinking water and sanitation can in progress with moregood in form 162 FMIPA National Seminars from the Open University in 2018 which often called Group Drinking Water and Sanitation Work Environment (WSS Working Group). This National WSES Working Group alone joined from eight related Ministries namely the Ministry of National Development Planning/ Bappenas, Ministry of Work General, Central Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of Education and Culture, Ministry of Environment Life, Ministry of Home Affairs and Ministry of Health. Government center previously has apply linkages with government area in the shape of the lines of coordination through ministries related to bridging government area for more responsible answer in handling availability of clean water and sanitation. (Elysia, 2018)

But in implementation not yet seen existence enhancement from quality significant service. There is a probability that will happen regarding the no have significance with good because delegation not quite enough answer from government center to government area no followed with system sufficient flow of funds within its application. Whereas for availability of clean water, stated obligation in gift clean water service that is Regional Drinking Water Company (PDAM). According to Law no. 22 of 1999 concerning government area, role government county, city, or province as PDAM owner in PDAM management
becomes more big rather than before enforced by the government center through Ministry related. (Elysia, 2018).

Related problems with sanitation can said as fundamental problem at once complicated because no only bring up problem environment and health course, behavior less society good with limitations access sanitation capable implications for many thing. Start from problem social until quality source power the country’s people are affected by poor sanitation. Solution problem not even this easy because access proper sanitation as well as safe must work on as much as possible possible. here the anticipated role of youth as generation successor nation and future owner already should be take role because access to clean water and sanitation is not quite enough answer all party through multi-sector approach.

Based on background behind above, already seen that phenomenon the significant for analyzed from perspective Studies Connection International. because the role of youth through JCI Indonesia is depiction role non-state actors as well as JCI as organization international, beside issue environment life is part from low politics or inclined politics only thinking how acquire and retain power as well as reach interest personal or group without notice aspect morality in his struggle.

Then along with progress Studies Connection International and last from variety connection phenomenon this patterned on relationship centralized collaboration on issues environment life especially in realize development sustainable destination sixth that is ensure availability as well as sustainable management of clean water and proper sanitation for all layer society. Interest researcher realized with take title research: "Role of Organization " International in Preparation as well as Sustainable Water and Sanitation Management: Study Case Junior Chamber International Indonesia".

**RESEARCH METHOD**

Approach taken for study this is study qualitative because object from study this is reality social or considered humanity as something phenomenon and have nature full meaning, dynamic and complex. So research qualitative this more dominate to researcher as tool or instrument (Neuman, 2014).

Study qualitative is method To use give understanding meaning by individual or a number of trusted group play a role as origin something problem social or related problems with humanity and plot include efforts essential like give questions, significant data collection from participant, analyze data set by inductive and grouped from general to continued special with interpret data (Neuman, 2014) digest.

Study qualitative this have destination for more understand cooperation carried out by the Indonesian state and the role of youth as non-state actor in JCI forum as an international NGO in issue environment life specifically development sustainable about availability as well as management access to clean water and proper sanitation. For more understand cooperation that so Required existence connection interactive good from researcher as well as researched.

Method Research that researchers Use here is method study studies case. Study this involve direct researcher down to field for researching as well as study in detail and thoroughly. Method study studies case this have destination for investigate as well as understand about something phenomenon specifically issue
intersecting environment with individual or something the group that became object study (Gerring, 2007).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

JCI as United Nations partners are one of the a non-governmental and non-political international youth organization that has focus main to changes in the world for the better good. Profile membership from this JCI start from 18 to 40 years of age and have profession as students, entrepreneurs, and professional other. JCI as a place for people young that is generation active which invested for the future global. JCI gathers active youth who come from from all sector citizens. JCI share skills, knowledge and understanding in produce decision as well as take action To use reach transformation positive world (JCI, 2018).

JCI goals

JCI as organization youth attempted spread influence positive to all over the world and give understanding that actually position each man that same and every humans also have ability for develop himself and have a sense of dependence Among one with another. JCI’s goal in detail in JCI’s mission is give opportunity empowering development generation young for create change positive to the world. Also detailed in JCI’s vision is organization the youth of the world who became leading global network inhabitant (JCI, 2018) youth.

JCI Activity Pillar / Area of Opportunity

JCI has four base activities inside development organization and four base activity development this often called as a pillar of activity. Destination from event this is shape character candidate more world leaders good as well as create more young people tough and quality for To do positive global changes. (JCI, 2018)

So from that, JCI is well aware that each individual have lack and need existence something mechanisms by which JCI members do not stop at the shortcomings you have however can develop with attempted reach success good from side life family, business, social, and in the environment. (JCI, 2018)

There are several regular training implemented by JCI for the members including JCI Academy that is training leadership that trains young people in the role as leader or more leaders insightful in the role for educate and train ambassadors nation. There is also JCI Biznet that is open training opportunity between fellow businessman for expand network effort and all JCI member awarded opportunity for grow and learn business in training this. The pillars of JCI's activities are divided Becomes four base opportunities, namely:

1. **Individual Development** (Development individual)
   Focus activity this more emphasize to development self good that training about management, leadership, socialization as well as entrepreneurship.

2. **Community Development** (Development Community)
   Activity this give opportunity to JCI member for give action care real especially to issues strange environment, then interesting conclusion for made solution solving problem.

3. **Business Opportunity** (Opportunity Business)
   In the area of opportunity this, whole JCI members can To do exchange ideas and strategies as well as cooperation in the depth to knowledge business. JCI also held Where is the International Business Network (BNE) training this as means meeting international fellow JCI members around the world.
4. *International Relationship* (Relation International)

On focus activity this, JCI members are given opportunity for weave relation between fellow JCI member in the world for each other cooperate, help, and establish friendship (JCI, 2018).

In regarding I support management of clean water and sanitation which is considered important for destination development sustainable six, *Community Development* in to in the second pillar of JCI activities. activity pillar this is opportunity for generation young for sharpen sensitivity to environment around to create more changes good at a time aspire various potential that emerges in the field as trigger for help others. The instincts of the youth will more sensitive about issue social and humanitarian so that can more value life, self themselves and others.

**JCI partners in Sustainable Development Goal 6**

Just in time for the celebration of “Global Peace for Children” JCI promotes UNICEF on *Earth Run* first at the 1986 JCI World Congress by official weave partnership in the 1990s with commitment together as organization for protect and support children. This thing continues on the JCI Hong Kong partnership in dedicate project development literacy child in skeleton provide library around to the Welfare Office Social in 1986. (JCI, 2018)

On the agenda of the 2015 JCI World Congress in Kanazawa, Japan, JCI leaders are committed for advance destination global development with create awareness and take action to the most relevant goals in the community they in take not quite enough answer for asked JCI members and all sector Public apply progress destination global (JCI, 2018) development.

It was only in 2016 was year first implementation of the 15 -year global development agenda “*The Global Goals for Sustainable Development*”. 17 goals this ambitious for reach great job normal that is end poverty extreme, combat inequality and injustice, as well as fight change climate (JCI, 2018).

On purpose development sustainable sixth discuss about clean water and proper sanitation as needs base human. Focus main on purpose development sustainable the namely in the sector environment life in ensure whole layer Public can access availability of clean water universally and get sanitation sustainable (Bappenas, 2020) worth.

JCI in Indonesia starts since 1970’s however had time vacuum in a number of year down below Sharif Cicip. leadership Sutarjo who is also known as former Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries of Indonesia on reshuffle United Indonesia Cabinet II, JCI Indonesia is back acting and interacting in 1988. (JCI, 2018)

The development of JCI Indonesia is sufficient significant, thing this showed from the development that has reached 27 cities and provinces in Indonesia. “*Indonesia Goes Global*” is development from organization JCI youth with destination encouraging generations young Indonesian for take role active in the era of globalization. Initiated motto from Thing the is “*Global Citizens, Global Actors, Global Power*”. (JCI, 2018)

Generation young meant in JCI members are people young with between 18 to 40 years old covers student, entrepreneur young and professional other. *Jaycee* pinned as designation identical for JCI members. JCI is used as receptacle for pour various ideas and mandatory ideas implemented in destination positive change and impact on the environment around up to the world. (JCI, 2018)
because of That's JCI nurturing its members to in 4 pillar categories that is *Individual Development* as a pillar for develop self in training organization, leadership, management, and entrepreneurship. *Community Development* as a pillar for To do activity social with caring and responsive to environment around with down direct to field for join participate in look for solving problems and experiences real. (JCI, 2018)

*Business Opportunity* is a pillar for exchange ideas and get advice in regarding To do cooperation effort between JCI member in scope international. *International Relationship* is the pillar that gives opportunity to members of JCI provide his contribution in weave relation friendship fellow JCI (JCI, 2018) members in the world.

Mandatory routine program given to JCI members are *JCI Academy* that is training for *Jaycees* in practice self for more show role real in participation in circle society. Training this covers training managerial, leadership, training becomes ambassador nation or educator as well as training entrepreneurship. JCI also provides JCI Biznet program for JCI members who want to learn and grow flower in various project entrepreneurship and demonstrated with results that bring impact for profit world community. (JCI, 2018)

JCI ASPAC or JCI *Asia Pacific Conference* is conference of JCI members at the Asia Pacific level to JCI *World* is conference of JCI members at the world level. Conference the held as Step development self in implementation not quite enough answer social media so that JCI can be a barometer in formation of innovative ideas for development sustainable. (JCI, 2018)

JCI view direct that there is difficulty access to clean water in fulfillment needs citizens, especially Public Cilincing and North Jakarta Papanggo which became review location in practice direct *community development* in the pillars of JCI. This thing showed with society that must pay for clean water more formerly for can get clean water.

children Nurul Farhah Elementary School who is used to it drinking tap water at school as well as clean water crisis because change season or pattern bulk rain that doesn't determine what should already season rain occur prolonged drought that has an impact on clean water supply especially in locations that JCI visited no sufficient in fulfillment needs society.

Besides that behavior society that is minimal about proper sanitation is also ingredient reference for JCI members to provide socialization so that the community local get proper knowledge and socialization the can engraved in understanding they so that shape pattern healthy life. Seen on location that knowledge base sanitation Public Cilincing and Papanggo are very low Thing this illustrated by defecation not in the latrine even in the river, behavior throw away rubbish random to be habit they daily use of dirty river water for bathing, cooking and bathing.

In JCI Indonesia's implementation is back project self with UNICEF in eliminate program goals development sustainable sixth. UNICEF has a WASH “*Water, Sanitation, Hygiene*” program for create clean environment for live, learn and play for children. UNICEF is very supportive Indonesian government for enhancement speed access to managed water supply, sanitation and hygiene with safe. So from that UNICEF balances this WASH program with policy government and along with valid data that has been collected (UNICEF, 2019).
No no maybe, of course certain there is constraint in achievement managed sanitation with safe among others, changing behavior beginning in create desire for building ordinances national new support sanitation managed with safe. UNICEF in Indonesia is trying motivate change attitude social with advocacy and engagement level tall in partnership sanitation as well as access to clean water for whole community, learning peer to peer to support advocacy subnational as well as through movement social in the community real fringe still To do defecate perfunctory circulating wide. (UNICEF, 2019)

Regarding Elementary school and residents is tree main in strengthen behavior biological hygienic. UNICEF's role in optimizing capacity teachers, parents and government village local in deploy and apply plan sanitation school for support practices healthy like washing hands and management cleanliness when menstruation. Beside that, UNICEF plays a role strong in quality government data sector and systems monitoring as impact of the relevant WASH program by cross sector Health, nutrition and higher levels of Health breadth and intervention social could expanded (UNICEF, 2019).

In the JCI drinking water donation program, giving tumbler, and education as well as socialization water and sanitation management which was carried out at the Nurul Farhah Elementary School, Papanggo, North Jakarta on August 14, 2019 in collaboration with UNICEF member as filler Theory education and outreach water and sanitation management sustainable. Theory this addressed to all elementary school students grades 1 to 6 and the teachers present at the location the To use apply behavior hygienic and optimize capacity teacher for spread and support practices healthy like washing hands and management when menstruation.

In addition to UNICEF in activity is also involved the role of DISPORA (Department of Youth and Sports Province) DKI Jakarta in facilitate the program including give funding for purchase of tumblers, water dispensers and donate gallons of water routine for 6 months successively. DISPORA here represented through receptacle JKTMuda (Jakarta Muda) namely a community that connects Jakarta's outstanding youth. Young Jakarta's vision is realize people capable young Jakarta play a role active inside _ development as well as progress of Jakarta. The mission of Jakarta Muda is 3M, namely: 1. Connecting Jakarta youth in a forum for exchange mind. 2. Creating innovative, creative and caring youth in action real. 3. Build and develop potency people young Jakarta (JKTMuda, 2016).

other JCI programs namely the clean water donation program as well as socialization water management and sanitation sustainable still with DISPORA DKI Jakarta as facilitator at Kampung Kerang Hijau Cilincing, North Jakarta, right on June 29, 2019 and Les Elite as clean water donor inhabitant Cilincing, North Jakarta represented by Bernadus Krishna Septa Febrian. Biyan is calling familiar have effort wash car calling without use water. During run 2 years the business service this capable save more of 1 million liters of water. Biyan join as well as give socialization together other JCI members in fill in Theory socialization water management and sanitation sustainable.

Due to the constraints of COVID-19 education and outreach access to clean water and sanitation sustainable conducted with online webinars. Among them JCI together Directorate General Energy New Renewable and Conservation Energy (EBTKE) gives education and information to JCI members about the desalination process and water efficiency. Furthermore, JCI with KLHK (Ministry of
Webinar about processing waste JCI is also cooperating with EVO and Co-founder David Christian as speaker in the webinar “Rethinking Plastic” which discusses how process waste especially rubber plastic Becomes furniture house stairs and items that can used back. JCI is also collaborating with The founder of Get Plastic is Dimas Bagus Wijanarko in the webinar “Technology & Innovation to Increase Recycling Rates and Sustainability” which discusses about the recycling process repeat waste especially rubber plastic Becomes ingredient burn oil.

**Indonesian with Demographics Population Age Productive 2030**

Change occur because existence motivator who motivates and initiates something movement. JCI sees youth is generation successor nation as good investment going to positive changes  (JCI, 2018). Naturally Thing this Becomes something opportunity gold for Indonesia with have a demographic bonus population age productive. Based on Bappenas data predicts Indonesia will reach peak demographics in 2030-2040 p this depicted with amount population age productive (aged 15-64 years) have comparison more big rather than age no productive (age under 15 years and above 64 years). Range time that, percentage age productive can reached 64% of whole amount projected population of 297 million soul. (bappenas, 2017)

This thing should Becomes Indonesia ’s opportunity to be maximize the benefits of the demographic bonus that. Existence balance must be guarded Among source power man age productive with enhancement quality good from side education and skills that can linked with face power market openness work and achievement destination development sustainable  (bappenas, 2017).

With existence Indonesia ’s projections reach peak demographic bonus in 2030 government must be aware that things this no Becomes two eye knife. When no handled by wise can Becomes problem for Indonesia. If percentage population age productive soaring that is not followed with land enough work so already certain Thing that impact on the decline the country ’s economy with skyrocketed amount unemployment so that make population productive be non- productive. When someone no can provide herself alone so appear various problem faced _ for example entangled debt, depression, mental problems to increase perpetrator criminal who also became burden economy for Indonesia in the future. (Sindonews, 2017)

So that Indonesia can take advantage of the demographic bonus this, then realized early children moment this future generation must forged as generation creator with have four personal qualities, namely 4C: curiosity, critical thinking, collaboration, and creating. Application this done so that all Indonesian children in time coming have ability for more make use of opportunity demographics Becomes center superiority nation . First, Curiosity which Indonesian youth must have a high curiosity as base a creation so that capable imagine without limit and explore ideas change from beginning something creation. (Sindonews, 2017)

Second, Critical Thinking namely Indonesian youth must can reason in the solution solving problems in the environment in effort find answer on problem that. Third, Collaboration namely Indonesian youth must apply various approach multidisciplinary in skeleton solution problems encountered and use diversity as
ingredient collaboration and cooperation team until create reliable solution. Fourth, *Creating* namely Indonesian youth must capable innovate and have desire for change state becomes far more good. The Indonesian education model must be changed from the generation memorizer becomes generation creator (Sindonews, 2017).

Coaching and development generation young nature must educate and give good example, because development in essence started in humans, carried out by humans and for interest human. Development generation young is one priority in thing "investment" human” with destination give direct and definite guidelines from various party good that family, institution education, society, government and especially generation young that alone. Basic pattern coaching and development generation young arranged based on:

1. Base ideal: Pancasila
2. Base constitutional: the 1945 Constitution
3. Base strategic: Outlines of State Policy
4. Base History: August 17, 1945
5. Base Normative: Ethics, values, and traditions living sublime

Do it construction this aim for create youth no only becomes a leader however make cadres who are superior, creative, modern and virtuous sublime suit with Pancasila ideology and foundation Indonesian history, namely Youth (Noer, A, & Ahmad, 2000) Pledge.

**Clean Water & Sanitation in The Global Development Goals become JCI Priority**

Water has very important role for needs man nor creature life other. Water has conditions to be safe consumed by humans, i.e. water is not can colored, no can the smell, and the water no contain poison. Body human 70 percent consist over water thing this describe that man can endure life no eat for 7 days but not yet of course can endure live 3 days no drink water. Seen here the water is needs main in continuity human. (technoplus, 2021)

However rampant issues circulating environment and incessant development make problem new popping up. Lack of attitude care man to environment bring up a number of problem such as: water pollution, drought, flooding, water as expensive and difficult commodity obtained. (technoplus, 2021)

Not yet problem poor sanitation until no worthy for used. Found it many polluted spring even occur water pollution where the water contains substance dangerous and seeds disease. This thing no can left remembering water is needs main people and society until government must collaborate to do actions and various effort in water security and sanitation for the future successor nation (technoplus, 2021).

JCI prioritizes clean water and sanitation in the programs because besides Thing the becomes destination development sustainable in sector environment live, JCI found inequality proportion to access to drinking water and sanitation in various parts of Indonesia.

This thing show that lack of transparency and participation from government by equally for operate change destination development sustainable 6 as base in reach beneficial progress in drinking water and sanitation for all layer society.
Phenomenon the proven with Green Shell Village residents who must buy clean water for IDR 20,000 per liter and Nurul Farhah Elementary School Papanggo who also became location JCI activities in socialization and education as well as clean water donation must waiting for certain hours for can enjoy clean water flow to area them.

From evaluation routine various JCI activities in support destination development sustainable 6, JCI concludes not yet there is identifier supportive environment like structure good governance rules, regulations and policies appropriate strategy. here JCI's role as a mediator between government and society as target destination in achievements development sustainable 6 that is management and provision of clean water and sanitation worth.

Mediator here through JCI can clarify what is real happen on location and feel it's weird problem Public for can made reference by the government make use of good governance through strategic regulations and policies like development waste water management new centralized and decentralized, improved system wastewater treatment, manufacture facility development mud. Development guidelines & regulations related waste water management, implementation of sanitation strategies, and practice change behavior littering.

From the picture on could concluded that Indonesia is still have problem poor sanitation. With description this expected government and youth can cooperate in handling Thing this. Citing the SDGs Fact Sheet published by Bappenas, in 2015 there were 70.97% of houses stairs in Indonesia that have access to drinking water worth. In urban areas, the number achievement has is at 81.30%, while in rural areas only at 60.58 %. Composition not different far also found in the feasibility sanitation house ladder with achievements 62.14% figure for all over Indonesia. Already 76.36% house ladder cities that have sanitation worth. Temporary new 47.84% houses ladder rural with sanitation worth. (Air, 2018)
Based on the results of the MDGs, as long as period 2011 – 2015 in Indonesia has been built various infrastructure for support availability of clean water and adequate sanitation. However so, until now still there is Indonesian people who have not affordable clean water. Become a irony when in the middle source power Indonesia’s abundant nature is revealed fact that part Indonesian people are difficult get clean water. In fact, some location hard to clean water the location no far from cities big (Air, 2018).

In destination development sustainable, achievement access to drinking water and sanitation expected achieved by 2030. This naturally Becomes concentration main in availability of clean water which is Foundation from life human. Change expected existence continuity from supported production with progress technology, innovation and design product, guide detailed policy, education, and change behavior. Panel proposes two mercy Universal Goals and National Targets. The target calls on countries to “achieve universal access” in drinking water and sanitation sector “which is expected could achieved by 2030 (Bappenas, 2020).

Discussion of the JCI program in effort provision as well as sustainable management of clean water and sanitation in Indonesia

JCI with various review of existing and consistent programs held especially in realize water management and sanitation sustainable by direct give proof real that, JCI as organization international is the right platform for youth with an age interval of 18-40 years who are professionals in their respective fields and can direct give contribution deep especially in achievement access to clean water and sanitation sustainable. Professional youth here namely the youth who have have education with profession certain and trained in their fields, JCI also hones they people young with the pillars that are owned like development individual, development community, opportunity business, and establish connection international fellow world JCI member.

That thing naturally give impact against JCI for capable navigate interest as facilitator, mediator, informant, even agent of change the stakeholders are good to government, other NGOs, as well as Public as target destination in Thing effort realize destination development sustainable six that is management and provision access to clean water as well as sanitation sustainable. Here, researcher try describe implementation from several supporting programs access to clean water and sanitation sustainable.

CONCLUSION

JCI as a platform or receptacle for young people to want to To do change positive to more direction good especially repair quality in life Public wide. JCI organization youth the only one who gives access down direct to field for doing destination development sustainable as an international agenda in skeleton welfare world community to more direction good.

Not only give ideas brilliant however majority JCI profile student, entrepreneur young and professional other this capable Becomes facilitator possible government no can conducted organization youth other with method look for solution on problems found in society by direct down to location and follow Becomes part in change that.
JCI is also capable of becoming a mediator and government informant about real problems. JCI is no longer waiting for government involvement, especially considering the limited participation of the public. JCI can initiate planned and periodic mentoring, as well as synergy with actors with common interests, both state and non-state actors. This makes JCI a middleman among society and government, even as an informant about real problems. JCI becomes a polemic in society, reducing the effectiveness of the government. JCI not only waits for government intervention but also conducts planned and periodic mentoring, as well as synergy with certain interests of actors, both state and non-state actors. This synergy aims to achieve the same goal, that is, water management and sanitation sustainably. Through enough good cooperation, society is happy and satisfied, even providing output similar to the JCI programs. The relationship between actors is good because of the existence of synergistic liberal cooperation. This shows the significance of improvement in community life, with the habit of thinking right so that the impact on behavior everyday and that which becomes entrenched. With the existence of repetitive behavior, good society will change generation successor nation becomes caring generation environment, healthy and smart.

JCI has proven that as an organization of young international, JCI is capable of navigating interests with many parties, such as Public as target, government through DISPORAda DKI, KLHK, Director General of EBTKE, and other non-state actors such as UNICEF, EVO & CO, Get Plastic, and JCI. Through youth members, JCI helps realize the SDGs six that is management access to clean water and sanitation sustainably.

JCI as an organization of young international has a spirit of togetherness and good cooperation established until all over the world. This is seen from the success of the programs implemented and Public satisfaction. Many organizations can accommodate aspirations for change in the form of good behavior, but implementation is not enough impact because it does not directly impact the location, because JCI facilitates the people young people who want to tangle and get off directly to see problems, do activities that have a positive impact, and seek solutions to problems faced, especially in sustainable development.

The program implemented by JCI Indonesia is one of the good and appropriate programs that target, this program gives education so that the Public concern access to clean water and sanitation sustainably that makes Public study for change pattern thought embodied with change behavior good especially from environment around them. Change pattern good thought this will formed becomes something good habit too and of course will give change positive to generations successor nation. This is expected of the government and other organizations.
develop similar programs in several regions in Indonesia in particular they are very
difficult obtain clean water and sanitation not enough good.

In various pillars of JCI activities, clean water supply and management
programs as well as sanitation sustainable this enter to in the Community
Development pillar which provides opportunity to whole JCI members to provide
action care real especially to issues environment for then drawn conclusion and
search solution the problem. Not only in Indonesia, even whole JCI members have
the opportunity for follow various training and meetings level international held
routine every year by JCI.

JCI rate provision as well as water management and sanitation sustainable
is important thing in Global Development Goals for clean water and sanitation is
needs base a human who direct will influence quality life even generation successor
nation as well as be one focus in SDGs number 6, namely: ensure availability as
well as sustainable management of clean water and sanitation for all.

At the moment this Junior Chamber International ‘s vision is develop
capability generation Indonesian youth and empowering they for create change
positive. one movement positive that is support the success of the Sustainable
Development Goals which aim for guard enhancement well-being economy Public
by sustainable, maintain continuity life social community, take care quality
environment life as well as inclusive development and the implementation of
capable governance guard enhancement quality life from one generation to
generation next.

JCT’s role in effort provision as well as sustainable management of clean
water and sanitation in Indonesia is outlined in various programs, good that ‘s what
works same with government, and non-government, among others, namely:
Donation of clean water and socialization water management and sanitation
sustainable development in Kampung Kerang Hijau, Cilincing, North Jakarta on
June 29, 2019 involving DISPORA DKI Jakarta as facilitator, Les Elite as donors
and JCI itself as coordinator and educator. Next is the drinking water donation
program, giving tumblers & education as well as socialization clean water
management, repair ecosystem related to water & sanitation for students in grades
1-6 SD Nurul Farhah, Papanggo, North Jakarta.

In this program, JCI collaborates with UNICEF as giver Theory in
socialization about water management and sanitation sustainable. Next program
that is training routine activity related water management and sanitation sustainable
to whole JCI member as agent perpetrator change among them namely Regulation
and Strategic Program to Tackle Plastic Waste Crisis in Indonesia with source
person from the Ministry of Environment Life and Forestry.

Rethinking Plastic collaborates with EVO and CO in recycling waste
organic as well as non - organic processed Becomes needs house stairs, Technology
and Innovation to Increase Recycling Rates and Sustainability collaborate with Get
Plastic community that discusses about processing until processing waste so that
can changed Becomes ingredient burn oil. JCI also has the opportunity to get
knowledge about desalination, water efficiency and treatment waste from source
person Director General Energy New Renewable and Conservation Where is
Energy (EBTKE) distribution knowledge this discuss yield water potential
desalination utilized return as source energy Micro Power Plant Hydro (PLTMH).
On perspective liberalism believe when in something anarchic system, work same is street best going to achievement interest together in context this interest together the is availability and management of clean water as well as sanitation sustainable. because of that presence organizations both at the regional level such as Les Elite, EVO and CO, Get Plastic, and international such as JCI and UNICEF are indispensable.

Institution international could make work same becomes more easy. Besides through formal institutions, facilities work same international can also be done through various device made rules for arrange state action in field certain. By no direct perspective this answer that institution international help advance work the same in countries.

Besides advance work same perspective liberalism also sees that distrust can so still appear from the country, but thing that could affiliated through presence institution international. In other words, dispelling distrust between countries could overcome with interact through institution or organization international who have agreed. State sovereignty remains awake, while work the same to achieve interest together that is availability and management of water and sanitation sustainable too can walk.

As for the purpose development sustainable this already achieved in accordance with portion then JCI remains move up with see destination partnership others and play a role active move the youth of the world in realize change real impact global positive for the crowd.
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